Earth’s Stratospheric Aerosol Parameters Reconstruction from Polarimetric Measurements of the Sky
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ABSTRACT Earth’s climate changes are the result of natural changes in the energy balance of Sun irradiation and influence of anthropogenic factors on the variations of ozone layer thickness and stratospheric aerosol abundance. It is developed a miniature polarimeter for satellite polarimetric experiments in the ultraviolet region of the sunlight spectrum. The main task of this device is to the obtain an information on the stratospheric aerosol physical properties. We tested this polarimeter on a bench specially designed and manufactured as well. It is possible to measure by it the phase dependences of the degree of linear polarization (DLP) of solar radiation scattered by the Earth’s atmosphere. A set of special computer programs was developed for comparing the spectral polarimetric measurements DLP data of cloudless sky with model calculations of DLP for the artificial gas-aerosol medium. Thus, the prototype of satellite polarimeter as well as special computer programs make it possible to study the Earth’s atmosphere aerosol physical characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Weather and climate change on Earth is the result of natural changes in the energy balance of solar radiation. Changes in the power of the stratospheric aerosol affect changes in the Earth’s temperature balance both directly and through participation in the formation and destruction of ozone molecules, which protect our Earth from harsh ultraviolet radiation.

A lot of polarimetric experimental projects in the ultraviolet (UV) sunlight spectral region were repeatedly proposed for stratospheric aerosol investigation by the Main Astronomy Observatory of the NAS of Ukraine (see, for example, [1, 2]).

There is another method [3, 4] for obtaining information on the physical properties of stratospheric aerosols of the planets of the solar system using observations in the visible and near infrared spectral wavelengths.

We plan to obtain them using polarimetric measurements of the twilight sky by the technology proposed in [5-7].

To determine the albedo of single scattering and refine the size of aerosol particles, it is necessary to carry out photometric measurements of the corresponding objects [8].

The information obtained in the past half of the 20-th century was given in [9]. Our measurements on different days without filters showed that the degree of linear polarization (DLP) at the zenith of the sky is 30–70% [10]. This is much less than the DLP value for pure gas atmospheres, which often goes up to 100%. There is practically no dependence of DLP on the height of the scattering layer. There is also a slight decrease in DLP, because of possible sky background depolarizing effect. With an increase in the solar zenith distance of more than
90°, the sky DLP value decreases. It also increases with increasing of wavelength. It was noted in [1, 11] that the influence of a large aerosol amount in the troposphere increases strongly at wavelengths exceeding 760 nm. The aerosol DLP at the 90° phase angle was estimated near the 20%. Since the end of 2006, a slight increase in the amount of stratospheric aerosol has been detected. This is evidenced by a decrease in DLP at a wavelength of 525 nm at solar zenith angles 91-94°.

Such a decrease in polarization is possible to explain as an influence of Rubal volcano eruption in New Guinea (October 2006). Due to it, a significant amount of dust was released into the atmosphere.

Aerosol can stay quite long in the stratosphere at altitudes of more than 30 km. It significantly affects the Earth thermal regime as well as the ozone layer thickness. The data of aerosol optical thickness at such height was obtained by spectrophotometric studies [3, 12-14]. But the real part of the refractive index, the particles size distribution function type and parameters, the horizontal structure, the ozone layer altitude position, etc. are not completely clear, yet. At the same time, polarization measurements made it possible to determine such characteristics most correctly among remote methods.

The proper measurements can be performed using spacecraft observations, the ground-based stations and / or both of them. The papers [15, 16] describe the polarimetric experiments of studying stratospheric aerosol in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum for the atmospheres of the planets Venus and Mars, where these problems were successfully solved. We proposed to conduct a similar space experiment to study the stratospheric aerosol of the Earth, for which the operating model of the UVP was made. However, preparation for the implementation of our experiment is proceeding slowly.

Therefore, a test ground experiment was carried out to assess the operation of the measuring system and the possibility of testing the method for studying the polarization component of a cloudless twilight sky described in [4]. The conducted work showed that we can carry out studies of a particular altitude level of the atmosphere [16] planning observations either in winter (with declination \( \sigma = -23° \)) or in summer (with declination \( \sigma = +23° \)).

II. THE DESCRIPTION OF OUR DEVICE AND THE METHODOLOGY OF OBSERVATIONS

We prepared an experiment to study the physical characteristics of stratospheric aerosol from a spacecraft. As a result, a mock-up of an ultraviolet polarimeter (UVP) has been [2] created, which makes it possible to remotely measure the polarization components of changes in the Earth’s stratosphere from a spacecraft.

The photomultiplier R1893 operates at the photon-counting mode. Temperature sensors check a temperature of both the medium and the receiver. A special designed hollow-rotor piezoelectric motor rotates the polarization element. Necessary data from temperature sensors (on the receiver, on the engine, etc.) are transferred to computer interface for the purpose of processing and further analysis. The special software was developed for controlling the plane of polarization of the corresponding elements position control, respectively to the put target.

A special bench to set up and study the current prototype of the UVP, its individual blocks and their combination, was developed in [2] (see Fig. 1). It can be divided into the separate interchangeable parts, units and blocks.

Figure 1. Mockup of on-board ultraviolet polarimeter at the stand

Such a design makes it possible to change research tasks easily and quickly as well as constantly improve the bench itself. The UVP studies performed at the test bench made it possible to determine its technical parameters and performance characteristics. With this equipment, the operation of the light emission receiver (R1893 photomultiplier) was thoroughly investigated to determine its noise threshold at supply voltages in the 1050-1500V range (dark pulses are 2-4 pulses/sec) and the device operating voltage was selected. Reading stability of device output signals was investigated extensively. It was determined during long hours of dark and useful signals measurements. To verify the methodology of carrying out polarization observations [10], 17-19] of the cloudless sky, we used a modification of the current prototype of the onboard ultraviolet polarimeter UVP [2, 10]. We mounted it on the AZT-2 telescope (70 cm mirror and 15 m focal length) (see Fig. 2). We did the polarimetric observations with improved prototype of ultraviolet polarimeter on 26-th and 27-th of September 2017. We oriented the telescope at a part of the sky with the Sun declination equal to \( \delta = 0° \) for an angle equal to 1h from the central meridian. Operation began by turning off the clockwork mechanism of the telescope at 14:00 UTC+2 and observations were completed at 20:00. For the observations we used the \( \lambda = 362 \) nm filter located between the visible and ultraviolet light spectral regions and
selected the sky region using a diaphragm with a diameter of 0.5 mm.

Figure 2. Ultraviolet polarimeter at the AZT-2 telescope.

The piezoelectric motor rotates the modulator unit with the polarization element (Glan prism) at a 45° the same angle. Thus, one rotation through 360° the modulator carried out in 8 steps. At the beginning of operation, the useful signal stream was about 300 k pulses per second with a dark stream of no more than 20 pulses per second. The results of obtained observations [10], as well as the additional results [20] can be used for analysis and subsequent processing.

III. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR SPECTRAL POLARIMETRY MEASUREMENTS DATA OF CLOUDLESS SKY

The linear polarization degree of solar radiation scattered by Earth’s atmosphere is determined by the combined effect of light scattering on gas molecules and aerosol particles [21]. A phase dependence of the molecular (Rayleigh) part of sky DLP $P_R(\alpha)$ is represented as follows:

$$P_R(\alpha) = \sin^2(\alpha) / (1 + \cos^2(\alpha)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\alpha$ is the phase angle; $P_R(\alpha)$ is the Rayleigh component of the DLP, calculated taking into account the influence of the depolarization factor and multiple scattering.

With a small atmospheric spectral optical thickness $\tau(\lambda) << 1$, the DLP of light scattered by gases once has a maxima at both phase angles equal to 90° and 270°. The DLP of light scattered by atmosphere gas component decreases due to the depolarizing effect of multiple scattering in case of significant increase in the value of $\tau(\lambda)$. When sunlight is scattered by aerosols, the DLP has complex phase dependence and it takes both a positive and negative values. Namely, the magnitude of the DLP of light depends on wavelength $\lambda$, the nature of the particles, their shapes, the type and parameters of size distribution function (average $r_0$, or effective radius $r_{ef}$ and their dispersion), as well as on the phase angle [22-25].

The DLP phase dependence of light scattered by small isotropic particles with low true absorption is close to Rayleigh scattering. However, if the imaginary part of complex refractive index of those particles increases significantly, the maxima of the DLP from the phase angles of $90^\circ/270^\circ$ are shifted toward values equal to $60^\circ/300^\circ$, respectively. In case the aerosol physical parameters are unchanging, the DLP of the light scattered by particles decreases with wavelength decreasing. There were modeled the characteristics of light scattering by a static ensemble of homogeneous randomly oriented particles, having the simplest non-spherical shape (for example, elongated and oblate spheroids, cylinders). Results of such works showed a significant effect of particle shapes on the radiation characteristics scattered by them.

However, attempts to simulate the scattering characteristics of aerosol particles with complex shapes that exist in nature (crystals, snowflakes, soot, dust, etc.) encounter the impossibility of an analytical description and the complexity of the algorithmizing of such a problem. Researchers must use computer clusters with huge RAM resources and extremely high speed in addition.

The spectral atmospheric DLP value $P(\alpha, \lambda)$ can be represented as follows:

$$P(\alpha, \lambda) = \beta(\lambda) \cdot P_R(\alpha) + (1 - \beta(\lambda)) \cdot P_a(\alpha, \lambda, \rho, m),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $P_a(\alpha, \lambda, \rho, m)$ is an aerosol component of the DLP; $\rho = 2\pi a / \lambda$ is the Mie parameter, $a$ is the particle radius, $\beta(\lambda)$ is the spectral value of molecular scattering relative contribution:

$$\beta(\lambda) = \sigma_R(\lambda) \cdot [\sigma_R(\lambda) + \sigma_a(\lambda)],$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\sigma_R(\lambda)$ is the gas and $\sigma_a(\lambda)$ is the aerosol volumetric spectral scattering coefficient, respectively.

We have determined the spectral values quantity $\beta(\lambda)$ using the expression (3), modified to take into account the possible multimode composition of the investigated atmosphere aerosol component:

$$\beta(\lambda) = \left(\frac{k_i \sigma_{ai}(\lambda) + k_{i+1} \sigma_{ai}(\lambda) + \ldots + k_m \sigma_{ai}(\lambda)}{k_i \sigma_{ai}(\lambda) + k_{i+1} \sigma_{ai}(\lambda) + \ldots + k_m \sigma_{ai}(\lambda)}\right) \left(\frac{1 - \beta(\lambda_0)}{\beta(\lambda_0)}\right) + 1,$$

where $\sigma_{ai}(\lambda), k_i$ are the volume scattering coefficient and its weight coefficient in the total aerosol volume for the $i$-th
aerosol mode, respectively; $\beta(\lambda_0)$, $\sigma_{ai}(\lambda_0)$ are the values of corresponding quantities at the wavelength $\lambda_0$.

DLP aerosol component $P_{\alpha}(\alpha, \lambda, \rho, m)$ is formed by both single and multiple scattering processes. The multiple light scattering can be neglected in the long wavelength part of the sunlight wavelength range. However, this must be on consideration on short wavelengths, where its influences value increases significantly.

A set of special computer program codes were developed by us to simulate the spectral phase atmospheric DLP dependencies. There was used a model of polydisperse homogeneous spherical aerosol particles ensemble with a normal-logarithmic size distribution function.

The degree of linear polarization, scattering coefficient, and phase function of model aerosol particles are calculated according to a technique developed using the results of [8, 17, 26-45].

We calculate spectral phase dependences of DLP on the light scattered by a model homogeneous gas-aerosol medium in a physically acceptable range of aerosol parameters using our software package. The specified accuracy of the calculations is equal to $10^{-8}$.

**IV. A SAMPLE RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA ANALYSIS**

There were analyzed spectral phase angle dependencies of the sky linear polarization degree. Figures 3 a, b, c are plotted from measurements data at the zenith of the sky above Kyiv [20].

Here were used theoretical characteristics calculated separately for the gas and for the two recovered aerosol component modes, as well as the result of their summation at wavelengths of $\lambda = 578$ nm, $\lambda = 420$ nm and $\lambda = 390$ nm, respectively.

These results allowed us to conclude that polydisperse ensemble of aerosol particles with at least two different aerosol fractions (modes) was probably presented on the date of measurements in the sky above Kyiv [20]. Certain aerosol parameters for the normal-logarithmic particle sizes distribution function are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Certain aerosol parameters for the normal-logarithmic particle sizes distribution function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The mode type</th>
<th>The real part of particles refractive index</th>
<th>The geometric average particles radius</th>
<th>The radius dispersion value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The first mode 1 has a weight coefficient equal to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1 = 0.22$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$r_{1} = 1.45 + 0.02 / -0.01$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2 = 0.1 \pm 0.02$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second mode 2 of finely dispersed particles</td>
<td></td>
<td>$r_{2} = 1.45 \pm 0.01$</td>
<td>$\sigma^2 = 0.1 \pm 0.005$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spectral values of gas scattering relative contribution parameter are as follows:

$$\beta(578\text{nm}) = 0.45, \beta(420\text{nm}) = 0.61$$ and

$$\beta(390\text{nm}) = 0.64.$$  

These results are in good matching with results of the published measurements in [46].

V. CONCLUSION

A miniature satellite ultraviolet polarimeter is developed for the stratospheric aerosol characteristics studies. We have determined its technical parameters and performance characteristics on the special bench. The polarimeter prototype modification is tested on the AZT telescope. An aerosol influence on spectral and phase dependences of sky polarization properties is shown. The special computer programs are developed for cloudless sky polarization characteristics analysis. A sample analysis of observational data is demonstrated.
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